The draft bill on forensic DNA phenotyping (FDP) in Germany should take into account the technology's scientific and operational limitations, as well as the social contingencies regarding its use (see Nature 543, 589-590; 2017) .
The high probabilities for predicting visible traits and biogeographical ancestry, as emphasized in the bill and in public debate, do not take into
Share names for dinosaur divisions
Matthew Baron and colleagues propose a radical revision of dinosaur relationships (Nature 543, 501-506; 2017) . I suggest that borrowing from the field's rich history could help to prevent unnecessary confusion.
Historically, Saurischia is
One submission to all journals
The process of submitting a manuscript has yet to catch up with the publishing revolution that is being spurred by openaccess journals, data repositories, ORCID, Publons, PubPeer, arXiv and bioRxiv. A centralized, streamlined online-submission process that serves all journals is sorely needed to circumvent this inefficient procedure. The service offered by Peerage of Science is a step in the right direction (see go.nature. com/2pbsby2) but it is limited by its main function as a preprintreviewing facility. And although proposals to submit manuscripts in a common format are timely (see Q. Guo Nature 540, 525; 2016 and J. P. Moore Nature 542, 31; 2017), different submission systems remain a bottleneck.
Authors need to re-enter details such as contact information and keywords every time they submit to a different journal. Other, spurious data may be requested that have no bearing on the review process or publication decision, perhaps because the information is useful to the journal (submission to journals such as PeerJ is notably less timeconsuming).
In the past 20 years, the United Kingdom and the United States have each developed systems that allow prospective students to apply to several universities using the same form. 
